Optimize your operations with a modern
maintenance management platform that
automatically builds Accreditation Compliance
reporting from your daily activities.

Easily Tailor System Access

The Best Tools to Run Safe
and Efficient Hospitals

Cloud-based CMMS available on any operating system
including your iOS, Android, and Windows platforms

Access your cloud-based CMMS anywhere,
anytime to lower your IT requirements and overhead
costs.
Designed for the end user, you can feel confident
you’re investing in a CMMS your team will love.

Separate your information access between service
departments and segments

Use CMS and CMS Tech to quickly scan, find and
perform work orders on laptops and handheld devices.

Intuitive single-screen views empower your users
to conveniently view work order history, upcoming
PMs, labor charges and material charges without
clicking through multiple screens.

Improve Data Reliability

Truly mobile CMMS apps allow your team to go
paperless and work anywhere with the CMS Request
app.
Customize dashboards and views based on each
user’s role to streamline data entry and accuracy.

Supporting over 400 million ft
of facility space each year

Work online or offline without losing data

Standardize data entry and records with categories across
Manufacturers, Models, Assets, Work Order fields, and more
for scalable reporting
Identify fields that are “Required” and “Visible” for work
orders and asset records.
Search across asset and work order User-Defined Fields to
view comprehensive histories.
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Quality Support. FSI offers the leading healthcare CMMS
with continuous development and 24/7 support.  

Speed. Easily add and edit records anywhere, on any
device. If you’re migrating from your previous CMMS, we’ll
get you up and running within weeks with on-site data
collection, rapid implementation, and onboarding
support.   


Scalable Reporting
Automate or customize reporting with 300
templates via email to promote compliance,
productivity, and management of your facility
space.

Prevent Unplanned Downtime
Maintain an accurate parts inventory and forecast
needed materials for upcoming maintenance with
a comprehensive materials database.

Flexibility. Customize your CMMS to fit the way you work
and feel confident you’re investing in a solution your
team will love. 

ROI. Use your data to drive a 400% return on your
investment.
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